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There is of course a real Mount, and there is a Sea of Galilee. There are the plains of Abraham, and

there are mountain caves where writings from the Biblical age have been lately discovered. This

special keepsake volume, takes you to sites prominent in both the Old and New Testaments,

explaining during our journey the intertwining histories of two of the world's great faiths: Judaism

and Christianity. (At the same time, the importance of Abraham and other Biblical figures to Islam

unfolds.) Come and take this stirring walk with us. Never has such a book been more timely than

today.
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I have to say this book is a must buy...the pictures are amazing if you appreciate bible places. the

writing of the book is accurate to the places in the bible and you really can appreciate this book

especially when to visit won't happen anytime soon due to the war torn situation happening to a lot

of those location pictured. the only and I mean only suggestion I would give this book is for example:

the photographs should of had their own caption to explain where the picture was taken, when was

it taken and taken by who photographer if the pictures had more detail of their location it would of

been 5+ stars!!!! but have to tell you a must have book to own in your collection ESPECIALLY ON

THAT COFFEE TABLE PEOPLE WILL PICK THIS BOOK UP AND LOOK!!!!!!!!!!!

Like all Life books, the photographs are unequaled. I began an intensive study of the Bible in

connection with a terminal illness a few years back. I have used the Life photographic



essay/illustrated histories as supplemental materials for myself in between other in depth books and

commentaries. Their clarity and beauty have combined nicely to created mental images that dovetail

perfectly with my other studies. I have thoroughly enjoyed each book. Places Of The Bible is no

exception to that. It has brought to life many of the events and places I have been studying. Thank

you for sharing these photos and essays with us.

My extremely religious father loved this book. A great gift, especially for those who are older and

may not have the ability to go to any of these places in person.

The book was brand new and arrived in perfect condition. Beautiful photographs and interesting

text. Very pleasant viewing

These pictures aren't even great pictures. They could be of Ireland, South of Spain... anywhere. And

they are foggy, blurry. One can really see that they were taken by a non-religious photographer,

thinking only on doing his thing.On the other hand the lack of captions (as the other reviewer

mentioned) is not a little minus: it's a huge minus, because I was trying to find like crazy the

reference in the text of the exact location of the pictures taken but they don't even say. This is not

lack of tact, this is absolute idiocy.The texts go over the Bible stories like it was the first time the

reader ever read the story. No relation to the pictures at all.Awful.
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